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Lester Knutsen is President of Advanced DataTools 
Corporation, and has been building large Data 
Warehouse and Business Systems using Informix 
Database software since 1983. Lester focuses on large 
database performance tuning, training and consulting. 
Lester is a member of the IBM Gold Consultant 
program and was presented with one of the Inaugural 
IBM Data Champion awards by IBM. Lester was one of 
the founders of the International Informix Users Group 
and the Washington Area Informix User Group. 

lester@advancedatatools.com"
www.advancedatatools.com"

703-256-0267 x102"
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Mike Walker has been using Informix databases 
for 18 years, as a developer and as a database 
administrator.  Mike has been developing and 
supporting large data warehouses for the 
Department of Agriculture. Recently Mike has 
primary responsibility for Advanced DataTools 
Remote Monitoring Systems.!

Contact Info:!
mike@advancedatatools.com"
www.advancedatatools.com"

Office: 303-838-0869 
Cell: 303-909-4265 



Agenda"

•  Using SQL Trace to monitor user 
sessions!

•  Remote DBA monitoring tips!
•  Monitoring Dashboard with Yellowfin BI!
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SQL Trace!

•  New Feature in Informix 11 to collect 
SQL statements, !
– Statistics!
–  resource usage!
– performance measures!

•  Default is OFF!
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Resident Memory Segment!

Virtual Memory Segment!

Message Memory Segment!

Informix Memory Structures"

LRU!
LRU!
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• Control Structures !
• Sysmaster Database!

• Dictionary cache!
• Working Storage!
• Sort Space!
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SQL Trace 
Buffer 



SQL Trace Buffer!

•  When SQL Trace is turned “ON” an 
FIFO buffer is created in the Virtual 
Segment of Informix Memory!

•  Oldest SQL data is discarded to make 
room for new data!

•  On a busy system, the buffer can fill up 
and turnover in seconds!

•  Default amount of memory is 2 MB!
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SQL Trace Configuration  
Level - Amount of data to collect!

•  Off – Default -  No SQL tracing!
•  Low – Default when On. Collects statement 

statistics, statement text, and statement 
iterators!

•  Medium - Collects all low-level tracing, plus 
table names, the database name, and stored 
procedure stacks!

•  High - Collects all of the information included 
in medium tracing, plus host variables !
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SQL Trace 
Level 

differences 
for Low 
Medium 
and High 



SQL Trace Configuration !
•  Number of Traces to collect - Default is 1000 !
•  Size of data to collect – Default is 2KB!
•  Scope of Traces !

–  Global – Default is all users!
–  User – Specific user list to trace!

•  onconfig.std value !
#SQLTRACE 

level=low,ntraces=1000,size=2,mode=global !
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SQL Trace Data!
•  User ID of the user who ran the command !
•  Session ID !
•  Database !
•  Type of SQL statement !
•  Duration of the SQL statement execution !
•  Time statement completed !
•  Text of the SQL statement or a function call!
•  Database isolation level!
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SQL Trace Statistics!
•  Number of buffer reads and writes !
•  Number of page reads and writes !
•  Number of sorts and disk sorts !
•  Number of lock requests and waits !
•  Number of logical log records !
•  Number of index buffer reads !
•  Estimated number of rows !
•  Optimizer estimated cost !
•  Number of rows returned !
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Sysmaster Tables – View into the 
SQL Trace Buffer!

•  Syssqltrace - detailed information about 
a single SQL statement!

•  Syssqltrace_info - information about the 
SQL profile trace system!

•  Syssqltrace_iter - lists the SQL 
statement iterators. !
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Syssqltrace -1 of 2!
sql_id   Unique SQL execution ID 
sql_address  Address of the statement in the code block 
sql_sid   Database session ID of the user running the SQL statement 
sql_uid   User ID of the statement running the SQL 
sql_stmttype  Statement type 
sql_stmtname  Statement type displayed as a word 
sql_finishtime  Time this statement completed (UNIX) 
sql_begintxtime  Time this transaction started 
sql_runtime  Statement execution time 
sql_pgreads  Number of disk reads for this SQL statement 
sql_bfreads  Number of buffer reads for this SQL statement 
sql_rdcache  Percentage of time the page was read from the buffer pool 
sql_bfidxreads  Number of index page buffer reads 
sql_pgwrites  Number of pages written to disk 
sql_bfwrites  Number of pages modified and returned to the buffer pool 
sql_wrcache  Percentage of time a page was written to the buffer pool 
sql_lockreq  Total number of locks required by this SQL statement 
sql_lockwaits  Number of times the SQL statement waited on locks 
sql_lockwttime  Time the system waited for locks during SQL statement 
sql_logspace  Amount of space the SQL statement used in the logical log 
sql_sorttotal  Number of sorts that ran for the statement 
sql_sortdisk  Number of sorts that ran on disk 
sql_sortmem  Number of sorts that ran in memory 
sql_executions  Number of times the SQL statement ran 
sql_totaltime  Total amount of time spent running the statement 
sql_avgtime  Average amount of time spent running the statement 
sql_maxtime  Maximum amount of time spent executing the SQL statement 
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Syssqltrace - 2 of 2!
sql_numiowaits  Number of times an I/O operation had to wait 
sql_avgiowaits  Average amount of time that the SQL statement had to wait 
sql_totaliowaits  Amount of time that the SQL statement had to wait for I/O. 
sql_rowspersec  Average number of rows (per second) produced 
sql_estcost  Cost associated with the SQL statement 
sql_estrows  Estimated number of rows returned for the SQL statement  
sql_actualrows  Number of rows returned for the SQL statement 
sql_sqlerror  SQL error number 
sql_isamerror  RSAM/ISAM error number 
sql_isollevel  Isolation level of the SQL statement. 
sql_sqlmemory  Number of bytes needed to execute the SQL statement 
sql_numiterators  Number of iterators used by the statement 
sql_database  Database name 
sql_numtables  Number of tables used in executing the SQL statement 
sql_tablelist  List of table names directly referenced in the SQL statement.  
sql_statement  SQL statement that ran 



Display SQL Trace using  
Onstat –g his !

•  Shows current setting!
•  Shows SQL Statements!
•  Shows Statistics!

•  Detail displayed depends on Level!
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SQL API for SQL Trace!
•  execute function sysadmin:task ("set sql tracing info");!

–  The task() function returns a textual message!

•  execute function sysadmin:admin ("set sql tracing info");!
–  The admin() function returns an integer !
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SQL API for SQL Trace!
•  "set sql tracing info”!
•  "set sql tracing off”!
•  "set sql tracing resume”!
•  "set sql tracing suspend”!
•  "set sql tracing on", 

!"num_traces","trace_size","level","mode”!
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SQL API for SQL Trace!
•  "set sql tracing database add", 

!"database_name”!
•  "set sql tracing database clear”!
•  "set sql tracing database list”!
•  "set sql tracing database remove", 

!"database_name”!
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SQL API for SQL Trace!
•  "set sql tracing session", "clear|off|on", 

!"session_id”!
•  "set sql tracing user add","user_name”!
•  "set sql tracing user clear”!
•  "set sql tracing user list”!
•  "set sql tracing user remove”!
•  "set sql user tracing clear","session_id”!
•  "set sql user tracing off”!
•  "set sql user tracing on"!
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Script to Turn ON SQL Trace!
##  File: SQLtraceon.sh 

##  Date:12/7/2012 

##  Author: Art Kagel 
##  Description: Turns on SQL trace with parameters 

read -p "numtrace: " num 

read -p "size: " sz 

read -p "level: " lvl 

read -p "mode/user: " usr 

dbaccess -e sysadmin - <<EOF 

execute function task( "set sql tracing on", "$num", 
"$sz", "$lvl", "$usr"); 

EOF 
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SQL Trace Demo!

•  Examples!
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Saving SQL Trace Data!

•  Informix 12.10 – New Task ships with 
the Scheduler called "Save SQL Trace”!

•  Copies SQL Trace data to the 
Sysadmin database!

•  Need to enable this task in the 
Sysadmin database!
– update ph_task set tk_enable = "f" where 

tk_name = "Save SQL Trace";  !
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Saving SQL Trace Data!

•  Informix 12.10 – New Task ships with 
the Scheduler called "Save SQL Trace”!

•  See:!
– $INFORMIXDIR/etc/sysadmin/

sch_sqlcap.sql!
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Recommendations!

•  The Sysadmin task to turn on and off 
SQL trace is more flexible then the 
ONCONFIG!

•  Keep the number and size of the SQL 
Trace buffer small – making the buffer 
too big will effect Virtual Memory!

•  Focus on a database or a user!
•  Save the data for later analysis!
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Remote DBA Monitoring"
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Remote Monitoring!
•  Scripts run on the client UNIX box at 

regular intervals!
•  Gather information on the health of the 

instance, mainly from sysmaster and 
onstat, and send back to ADTC!

•  Run hourly and daily!
•  Healthcheck files are loaded into a 

monitoring database on ADTC servers!



Remote Monitoring!
•  Scripts run more frequently to look for 

urgent problems!
•  “Urgent” events trigger an email and 

optional text message!
– Free space in dbspace < threshold!
– HDR not running!
– Logical log backups not running!
– sysadmin:ph_alert table!
– …and more!



Urgent Alerts – E-mail!



Urgent Alerts – E-mail!



Remote Monitoring!

•  With the healthcheck data loaded into a 
database on the ADTC server, we can 
run queries against it!

•  Chose to use the Yellowfin BI tool!



Yellowfin Dashboard!
•  Quick overview of all instances!



Yellowfin Dashboard!
•  View the DBSpace usage!



Yellowfin Dashboard!

•  Drill 
through to 
view the 
space 
used over 
time!



Yellowfin E-mail!

•  Can also email reports from Yellowfin 
based on a schedule or on specified 
conditions.!

•  Easy way to check on all of the servers 
without having to go and check!



Yellowfin E-mail!



Healthcheck Emails!

•  Daily emails are distributed with 
pertinent healthcheck information, with 
areas of concern highlighted!

•  Contains!
– Current status!
– Comparison against previous month!
–  Information to identify potential 

performance bottlenecks!



Healthcheck Email!
•  Daily Alerts!



Healthcheck Email!



Healthcheck Email!

•  Performance metrics!



Healthcheck Email!

•  Checkpoint 
Information!



Healthcheck Email!
•  Heavily used tables!



Healthcheck Email!

•  DBSpace 
Use!



Healthcheck Email!
•  Track the Buffer Turnover!



Healthcheck Email!

•  Extent Information!



Healthcheck Email!

•  DBSpace 
Sizes 
and 
Change !



Healthcheck Email!

•  Sequential Scans & Lock Waits!



Advanced DataTools 
Remote DBA Services 



Next Webcast"

•  Date: July 9th, 2013!
•  Time: 2:00pm EST!

Fastest Informix DBA 
Contest 2013"
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Fastest Informix DBA 
Contest 2013"

•  This year the Fastest Informix DBA Contest will be 
held over the web so anyone, anywhere in the world 
can participate. !

•  The challenge will be a combination of OLTP and 
batch. Who can get the most transactions per minute 
in an OLTP benchmark and at the same time run a 
batch billing job and generate the most bills. !

•  Contest details and challenge will be posted June 9, 
2013.  Watch here for more details. !

http://www.advancedatatools.com/Informix/index.html!
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Informix Training in 2013"
•  July 15-18, 2013!

–  Advanced Informix Performance Tuning"
•  September 9-12, 2013!

–  Informix for Database Administrators!
•  October 28-31, 2013 – !

–  Advanced Informix Performance Tuning"
•  All courses can be taken online on the web from your 

desk or at our training center in Virginia."
•  We guarantee to NEVER cancel a course and will 

teach a course as long as one student is registered!!
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Questions?!

Send follow-up questions to 
lester@advancedatatools.com!
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Thank You  

Lester Knutsen  
Advanced DataTools Corporation!

lester@advancedatatools.com 

For more information:!

http://www.advancedatatools.com!
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